
Persona 1

skepctical

42 lease saler

lives in

Orunia

district

Add a photo

Radosław

42, lease seller

Not only would we save money, we'd

have smaller bills, but they'd also give us

cash for saving money.

DEMOGRAPHICS BEHAVIORS ATTITUDES

he implemented

basic

proenvirnomenal

behaviors

drives a car

and will not

give it up

easily

He eats meat

and does not

want to change

his diet

freedom
personal

comfort

distrustful,

believes the

world is ruled

by money

financial and

professional

stability

security for

the children

neat and safe

neighborhood

financial

and life

stability

personal

comfort

would like to

live in a better

environment

tickets as the

reward for

green

actions

lower

transport

costs

lower his bills

(show how to

save utilities)

NEEDS/CHALLENGES HOW CAN WE HELP?GOALS/MOTIVATIONS

FEELINGS

THOUGHTS

ACTIONS

OPPORTUNITIES

PAIN POINTS

GOING TO

WORK
MORNING

WAY TO

HOME

free time

after work
AT WORK

MEETING

WITH

FRIENDS
STAGES

Positive 

Negative

Neutral

   Customer Journey Map

waking up
eating

breakfast

driving kids

to school

choosing

the means

of transport

driving a

car

team

meeting
lunch

meetings

with client
shopping

drinks beer

and eats

chips

watching tv

social

media

browsing

meeting at

restaurant/bar

going to

cinema

football

match

in public

transport

hurry up!

kids will be

late to

school!

oh God, fuel is

getting more

and more

expensive

he is in

hurry

standing in

traffic and

getting

frustrated

he believes kids

could get to

school

themselves, but

they are lazy

he is frustrated

because he

can't find

parking space

to show him

alternatives to

driving his kids

to school on his

own

carsharing as

the option to

gain GC in

the app

carsharing at

work (among

the

cooworkers)

challenges

to change

company

culture

I forgot

lunch from

home!

I want to go

home!

supporting

remote work

job

optimization -

online

meetings

changing the

way of

eating, eating

habits

catering at/

near the

work

he doesn't

like spending

time at work

I don't know

know what to

buy, I don't

have a list

again

discounts

for eco-

food

making

shopping

easier and

faster

help with

shopping

shopping

list

reducing

food waste

(and money)

we support

reusing (glass

bottles, bags)

Support in

purchasing

trustworthy

(durable)

products

I know I

should eat

healthy, but I

don't know

how

some kind of

challenge so that

he doesn't sit in

front of the TV but

does something

else (e.g. sports)

coming out

of the

information

bubble

bragging on

social media

about

something that

involves GC

we can give

dicount for

match/concert

small

changes in

spending

habits

restaurant

discounts

as a reward

choosing a

restaurant

that is more

eco-friendly

there is no

place to stop,

kids - get out of

the car quickly!

why I have

to wake up

so early?

carsharing

as the way

to save his

time

for kids - GC

for riding bike

or using public

transport

rewarding

carsharing

enabling

carsharing -

connecting

people with

same needs

Oh no,

traffic

again!

showing time

and money

savings of

choosing public

transport

small

challenges -

choose bus/

tram one per

week

standing in

traffic and

getting

frustrated

suggesting

podcast to

listen

I am

wasting my

time here

he has

fotgotten

lunch so he

eats some

junk food

I am

hungry! I

want to go

home

he forgot

some

important

products

he is hungry,

so he buys

too much

food

I don't want to

change my

habits, I like

them, even if

they kill me

slowly

you have to

die for

something!

everyone think

they are right,

there is no true,

only interest

based on money

showing future

savings of

health - costs of

being sick

discounts for

healthy food

at the

cinema

wife reminds

him he should

take care of

himself

I want to find

quite cheap

but good

restaurant

what movie

should I

choose?

Oh, I love

my football

team!

he loves

spending

time with

friends

he is happy

because his

team won

he is sad that he

spends so much

money during

one night


